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Asmee Foundation is a non government organization (NGO) which is dedicated to 

provide basic education to underprivileged kids under the banner of Asmee Siksha 

Kendra, who are constrained by resources but their talent and urge to study is by no 

means constrained, which also reflects in their growth in early days. Simultaneously, 

Asmee Foundation is also focusing on the grown up kids from humble background, who 

could not get their elementary education in early age and now are not inclined to 

elementary education, by giving them skills training under the banner of Asmee Kaushal 

VIkas Kendra like mehandi, stitching, artificial jewelry making (for girls) and mobile 

repairing, hardware repairing (for boys). Additionally, Asmee Foundation is also creating 

awareness about various health issues like menstrual hygiene, healthy eyes, oral hygiene 

among  communities at high risk of health issues under the banner of Asmee Swasthya 

Sewayein.      

To be able to offer these services, Asmee Foundation is fortunate to have many dedicated 

volunteers, who come from various walks of life like IT Professionals, Media 

Professionals, Corporate Professionals, PhDs, MBAs, CAs, Civil Servants, Bankers, 

Consultants and many others who bring their experiences, expertise, and perspectives to 

the foundation. What unifies them is the common goal of improving the future of our 

children and youth of India. 

Asmee Foundation's mission is to improve quality of life and outcomes for children in 

shelters and to ensure that every child is able to fulfill their potential irrespective of his or 

her circumstances. Hence the name “ASMEE” that stands for the self respect and courage 

of kids and youth, the foundation is associated with, while they are facing the challenges 

of life to make it meaningful for themselves and their families. 

Our minimum target is to ensure that these children are able to live a life free from 

exploitation and are capable of managing emotional and financial life crises.  



Asmee Siksha Kendra Initiatives: 

1. Teaching Underprivileged Kids 

There are about 60 kids taking their elementary education in classes- prep, nursery and 

first. These kids are give the moral values and good habits along with education by more 

than 10 volunteers, who are  well qualified like Ph.D, M.B.A., M.A. and B.Ed etc. In 

Nursery and Prep, kids are taught subjects like Hindi, English, Math, Environmental 

Science, Moral Values. Additionally, various activities like storey telling, rhymes and 

drawing are also carries out. 

  

2. Independence Day Celebration (15th August)  

  



3. Parent Teacher Meeting (PTM) 

During the PTM, the parents were shown the related motivational movie to make them 

understand the importance of education. 

 
 

4. Teacher's Day Celebrations (5th September) 

  

 



Asmee Siksha Kendra students celebrated Teacher's day with teaching volunteers, who in 

turn guided them about the importance of this special day. Students were also told the 

importance of mother and teacher in their lives as mother is the first teacher for every kid.  

5. Winter Uniform Distribution 

At the arrival of winter season, winter uniform (blue pants and grey sweater) was 

distributed to all the kids. 

 

 

6. Christmas Day Celebrations (24th December) 

Santa is a memorable hero for  the children of all ages and Asmee students are no 

exception. Like every year, this year also Christmas Day was celebrated with all kids.  

  



7. Picnic Day 

In order to give all round exposure to the Asmee kids,  a plan to visit closeby Swarn 

Jayanti Park was planned along with a delicious lunch at McDonalds with all teachers. 

Many educational and other games were played in the park. 

  

8. Result Distribution  

After a year full of hard work, learning, fun and frolic, finally the day came when the kids 

were given their evaluation cards and all of us were surprised to see their unbelievable 

performance.      

 

 
  



9. Evening Coaching Classes    

Asmee Siksha Kendra also undertakes the personal coaching for few hard working 

and brilliant students of government school as they can't afford the personal tuitions 

but need them. 

  

 

 

Asmee Kaushal Vikas Kendra Initiatives: 

1. Stitching Training 

 
 

 



2. Mehandi Training 

  

 

3. Artificial Jewelry Making Training 

  

 



Asmee Swasthya Sewayein Initiatives: 

1. Mentrual Hygiene Awareness Session 

  

 

2. Eyes Health Check up in Collaboration with Lioness Club "Vaibhavi"  

  

 

 


